CROWDSOURCING ROUNDTABLE – April 10\textsuperscript{th}, 2014

USPTO Alexandria Office Madison Auditorium South

12:30 pm – 5 pm

I. Welcome – (Jack Harvey, Director TC 2800)

II. Opening remarks – (Michelle Lee, Deputy Under Secretary of Commerce for Intellectual Property and Deputy Director of the USPTO)

III. Introduction of the topic: Objectives and Overview – (Jack Harvey)

IV. AIA presentation – (Nicole Haines, Senior Legal Advisor)
   - Law and Requirements for Pre-issuance Submissions
   - The Prior Art Submission Process

V. Crowdsourcing presentations – (Jack Harvey) (Approx. 1:30pm)
   - Peer to Patent (Andrea Casillas & Christopher Wong)
   - Ask Patents (Micah Siegel)
   - Patexia (Pedram Sameni)

VI. Break
   - 20 min break (approx. 2:30pm)

VII. Crowdsourcing presentations Con’t– (Jack Harvey)
   - Article One Partners (Cheryl Milone)
   - U.S. Senate Judiciary Committee (Saba Ahmed)
   - AIPLA (James D. Hallenbeck)

VIII. USPTO Third Party Data Results (Jack Harvey)

IX. Town Hall Meeting – (Wendy Garber, Director TC 2100)
   - Questions and Answer Session
   - Crowdsourcing/Third Party Submission Discussion

X. Closing remarks, next steps – (Andy Faile, Deputy Commissioner for Patent Operations)